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Abstract. Software engineering and information security have traditionally followed divergent paths but lately some efforts have been made
to consider security from the early phases of the Software Development
Life Cycle (SDLC). This paper follows this line and concentrates on the
incorporation of trust negotiations during the requirements engineering
phase. More precisely, we provide an extension to the SI* modelling
language, which is further formalised using Answer Set Programming
specifications to support the automatic verification of the model and the
detection of privacy conflicts caused by trust negotiations.
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Introduction

In recent years, the number of vulnerabilities and attacks present in software
systems have led to a growing interest in incorporating security from the early
phases of the SDLC. Also, the notions of trust and privacy are gaining momentum due to the proliferation of new computing paradigms where devices
from different security domains interact with each other and exchange valuable
information. This paper deals with the confluence between secure software engineering, privacy and trust.
This paper presents a framework for identifying privacy threats caused by
the uncontrolled disclosure of information during a trust negotiation. Trust negotiation systems [15] model how the exchange of information between entities,
wishing to establish a relationship, is done. Our framework is capable of modelling such systems and detecting potential threats automatically early in the
specification and design of the system. Thus, it facilitates the incorporation of
privacy-aware trust negotiations in the development of socio-technical systems.
To that end, we build our framework as an extension of SI* [6], which is designed
to capture the objectives and relationships between various entities within an
organisational setting and already supports the definition of some security concepts, such as delegation and trust.
The proposed framework models trust negotiations as a relationship between
two entities that pursue a common goal1 . To that end, they need to exchange
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N.B. That we assume that the goal is always common. The consideration of different
goals is out of the scope of the paper
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information that may be sensitive and thus impact their privacy. Therefore,
informational resources are labelled with a particular sensitivity level that defines
how important it is to keep control of this information. The framework detects
inconsistencies with the privacy policy by comparing it with the sensitivity level
of the resources being exchanged during a trust negotiation.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
work in the area whereas Section 3 deeps into SI*, which is the basis of our work.
Our proposal for a privacy-aware trust negotiation methodology is presented in
Section 4 and its formalisation in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and
outlines the future work.
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Related Work

A common approach to requirements engineering is to follow a goal-oriented
methodology based on concepts such as actors and goals rather than on programming concepts. The KAOS framework [14] is based on temporal logics and
Tropos [3] is founded on the i* organisational modelling framework [16]. These
frameworks have been extended to deal with security requirements. The notions
of obstacle [13] and anti-goal [12] have been introduced to KAOS. Secure Tropos [7] extends Tropos by making explicit ownership relationships and actor
entitlements. The modelling language used by Secure Tropos is SI* [6], which
incorporates a number of security concepts. New goal-oriented methodologies
have recently been proposed, such as STS [10], which puts more emphasis on
authorisation and the notion of document.
Although research on security engineering is extensive, privacy has traditionally been left out. The only support to privacy in most of these frameworks,
including SI* and STS, is considering it as data confidentiality. Notwithstanding, several privacy engineering methods exist. Authors in [8] tackle privacy
issues by defining a set of best practices in the different stages of the development process. LINDDUN [4] defines a mapping among privacy threats and
the software components in order to elicit privacy requirements. Pris [5] models
privacy requirements as organisational goals and later privacy patterns are used
for identifying architectures.
The closest approach to ours is the one followed by PP-Trust-X [11]. The
main difference with our proposal is that our framework detects privacy conflicts
during the requirements engineering phase rather than at runtime. To the best
of our knowledge no other works address this problem early in the SDLC.

3

The SI* Modelling Language

We provide next an overview of SI* modelling language [6], that is, a description
of core elements and some extensions, which are relevant to our work.
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3.1

SI* Core Elements

SI* defines a set of concepts, which are necessary to identify the actors2 involved
in the system, their goals, entitlements and the relationships between them. An
agent is an active entity of the system, which plays a particular role. This is
represented by means of the play relationship. The notion of service is used to
refer to either a goal, a task or a resource. A goal is a desirable situation or
interest expressed by an entity, a task is a set of actions that can be executed
to fulfil a goal, and a resource is an artefact produced or used by a goal or task.
The connection between services and actors are expressed by means of three
relationships: own denotes the authority of entities over resources and goals;
provide represents the ability of an actor to accomplish a goal or to provide a
resource; and request denotes the interest of an entity over a goal or resource.
There are some additional predicates to denote that a goal can be attained
by fulfilling a set of subgoals, and predicates to deal with social relationships
such as delegation and trust. The formalisation of the aforementioned elements
is done using answer set programming (ASP) syntax [2], as shown on the left
side of Table 1. Note that only the most relevant predicates are provided here.

Goal model
actor(Actor: a)
agent(Agent: a)
role(Role: r)
service(Service: s)
goal(Goal: g)
task(Task: t)
resource(Resource: r)
Actor properties
play(Agent: a, Role: r)
own(Actor: a, Service: s)
request(Actor: a, Service: s)
provide(Actor: a, Service: s)
Goal refinement
subgoal(Service: s1 , Service: s2 )
AND decomp(Service: s, Service: s1 , Service: s2 )
OR decomp(Service: s, Service: s1 , Service: s2 )
means end(Service: s1 , Service: s2 )
Social relations
del perm(Actor: a1 , Actor: a2 , Service: s)
del exec(Actor: a1 , Actor: a2 , Service: s)
trust perm(Actor: a1 , Actor: a2 , Service: s)
trust exec(Actor: a1 , Actor: a2 , Service: s)

Resource model
stored in(Resource: r, Resource: r1 )
part of(Resource: r, Resource: r1 )
require(Resource: r, Resource: r1 )
Permission model
permission(Actor: a, Resource: r, PType: pt)
del perm(Actor: a, Actor: a1 , Resource: r, PType: pt)
trust perm(Actor: a, Actor: a1 , Resource: r)
Security and Threat model
secure req(Resource: r, SProperty: sp)
secure req(Goal: g, SProperty: sp, Resource: r)
threat(Actor: a, Resource: r, SProperty: sp)
threat(Actor: a, Goal: g, SProperty: sp, Resource: r)
Asset model
asset(Service: s, Actor: a)
sensitivity(Service: s, SLevel: sl, Actor: a)
secure req(Service: s, SProperty: sp, Actor: a)
Trust model
trust perm(Actor: a, Actor: a1 , Service: s, PType: pt)

Table 1. Relevant SI* Predicates

2

The notion of actor is inherited from i* and is used only when it is not necessary to
distinguish between the concepts of agent and role.
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3.2

SI* Extensions

Although SI* is a very powerful language, some extensions have been proposed
to support the modelling of new scenarios.
Asnar et al. [1] introduced different levels of permissions on resources and
relationships between them. The stored in relationship indicates the physical location of an informational resource, part of denotes that a resource is composed
of other resources, and require denotes that a resource needs another resource to
function. Moreover, resources are marked with a security requirement label that
indicates the security property (confidentiality, integrity and availability) that
must hold for it. Actors can be provided with three different types of permissions: access, modify or manage permission. Finally, the threat predicate holds if
an actor violates the security property on a resource. Paci et al. [9] introduce two
additional extensions to detect insider threats in organisations. The first one is
based on the notion of asset, which is a service for which the owner specifies the
sensitivity level as well as a security property that denotes the level of protection
demanded by the actor for protecting the service. The second extension is a trust
model that enables to specify the trust level that an actor places on another actor with respect to a given permission on a particular asset. A summary of the
aforementioned predicates is presented on the right side of Table 1.

4

Trust Negotiation Extension

We present here our privacy-aware extension of SI* for trust negotiations.
4.1

Overview

A trust negotiation [15] is a dual relationship in which the participants exchange
(accredited) information in order to establish trust as a means to achieve a goal.
Based on the above definition, we propose to model trust negotiations based
on existing features of the SI* modelling language, as shown in Fig. 1. In this
figure we can distinguish two main components that play a fundamental role in
the modelling of trust negotiations. First, the trust relationship in which data
is demanded by each of the actors and the goal to be accomplished. Second, the
informational resources owned by the actors, which need to be under control. For
that reason, these are marked with a privacy requirement label and a sensitivity
level to indicate the risk of sharing these data.
4.2

Trust Negotiaton Relationship

Trust negotiations pose a natural tension due to the conflicting objectives of
privacy and trust. On the one hand, trust is founded on the availability of information about other actors. On the other hand, privacy refers to the ability
to keep control of sensitive information. As a result, trust negotiations are ruled
by the amount of information that each participant demands and the amount of
data that is willing to offer.
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Fig. 1. Trust Negotiation Representation in SI*

This type of relationship can be represented with a notation that is consistent
with SI*. Actors can be represented as circles, the goal as a squared oval. These
elements are connected by a labelled arc. The arc is further parameterised with
the information being requested. Since a trust negotiation is a dual relationship
it would be necessary to have one arc in each direction. However, for the sake of
clarity and simplicity, we propose an alternative notation with a single arc, as
depicted in Fig. 13 .

4.3

Privacy-Aware Data Disclosure

The modelling of trust negotiation must also take into consideration the ownership of data and whether there are any privacy requirements for these data.
Similar to previous extensions that incorporate security requirement labels, we
propose the use of a privacy requirement label to indicate that a particular resource must maintain a specific level of privacy.
Privacy violations are usually associated with a loss of control over data. To
this end, we adopt the part of relationship to represent the composition of data
resources. Data resources may be additionally labelled with a sensitivity level to
indicate how valuable this information is. Moreover, the sensitivity is related to
the level of detail of data offered. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only 3
sensitivity levels: Low, Medium, and High; and, consequently, we also deal with
3 levels of granularity for each data type. This depends on the data type being
considered. Note that the requirements engineer can easily extend this feature
to incorporate as many sensitivity and granularity levels as desired.
3

Note that pentagons point to the party whose information is being demanded.
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5

Reasoning Support

We present in this section how verification of the model can be done.

5.1

Predicates

First, a predicate for representing the trust negotiation relationship itself is
needed. The predicate trust neg indicates that actors4 a1 and a2 can initiate
a negotiation to achieve a common goal g. Note that it is not reasonable to have
a trust negotiation where the two actors are the same. This will be reflected later
in the rules presented in Section 5.2.
The predicate offers denotes that actor a is willing to offer resource r up
to a given granularity level l ∈ {Low, M edium, High}. The granularity level is
inversely proportional to the sensitivity of a resource. Similarly, the predicate
demands indicates that an actor a requests a resource r with at least a given
granularity l. This predicate indicates to which actor the resource is demanded
since an actor can be involved in several trust negotiations. However, the predicate offers does not consider this as it expresses the level of detail that the
agent will release regardless of who is involved in the negotiation. Finally, the
predicate privacy req denotes the level of privacy that needs to be satisfied for
a particular resource. These are predicates P1 to P5 .

P1 :
P2 :
P3 :
P4 :
P5 :
P6 :
P7 :
P8 :
P9 :

trust neg(Actor: a1 , Actor: a2 , Goal: g)
offers(Actor: a, Resource: r, Level: l)
demands(Actor: a1 , Actor: a2 , Resource: r, Level: l)
sensitivity(Resource: r, Level: l)
privacy req(Resource: r, Level: l)
satisfy(Actor: a1 , Actor: a2 )
data exposure(Actor: a, Resource: r, Level: l)
establish trust(Actor: a1 , Actor: a2 , Goal: g)
privacy threat(Actor: a, Resource: r, Level: l)

Besides the aforementioned predicates, other intermediate predicates are
needed. The predicate satisfy denotes that an actor satisfies the demands of
another actor. The predicate data exposure indicates that the resource r belonging to an actor a is exposed to a certain degree l. Two additional predicates
indicate whether the trust negotiation process can be fulfilled (establish trust)
and whether there is a privacy breach (privacy threat) with respect to the established privacy policy. These are predicates P6 to P9 .
4

Actors are used for simplicity but the actual predicates and rules should consider
roles and agents as arguments.
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5.2

Rules

The first set of rules, from R1 to R3 , express that the sensitivity of a resource
is inversely proportional to its granularity level. Rule R4 denotes that one actor
satisfies the demands of another actor if the resource is offered with at least as
much granularity as desired5 . The actors that demand and offer resources cannot
be the same.
R1 :
R2 :
R3 :
R4 :

offers(A, R, High)
offers(A, R, M edium)
offers(A, R, Low)
satisfy(A1 , A2 )

←
←
←
←

R5 : establish trust(A1 , A2 , G) ←
R6 : data exposure(A1 , R, EL ) ←
R7 : data exposure(A1 , R, EL ) ←
R8 : sensitivity(R, Low)
R9 : sensitivity(R1 , SL )

←
←

R10 : privacy threat(A, R, EL ) ←

owns(A, R) ∧ sensitivity(R, Low)
owns(A, R) ∧ sensitivity(R, M edium)
owns(A, R) ∧ sensitivity(R, High)
offers(A1 , R, GL1 ) ∧ demands(A2 , A1 , R, GL2 )
∧ (GL1  GL2 ) ∧ (A1 6= A2 )
trust neg(A1 , A2 , G) ∧ satisfy(A1 , A2 )
offers(A1 , R, EL ) ∧ satisfy(A1 , A2 )
offers(A1 , R1 , EL ) ∧ satisfy(A1 , A2 )
∧ part of(R1 , R)
not sensitivity(R, ) ∧ resource(R)
not sensitivity(R1 , ) ∧ resource(R1 )
∧ sensitivity(R, SL ) ∧ part of(R1 , R)
privacy req(R, PL ) ∧ data exposure(A, R, EL )
∧ (EL  PL )

R5 states that it is possible to establish a trust relationship whenever the
trust negotiation has been satisfied. Rules R6 and R7 express the amount of
information being exposed due to the fulfilment of a trust negotiation.
Rules R8 and R9 consider the case of having resources without a predefined
sensitivity level. The former assigns a Low sensitivity level while the latter impose the same sensitivity level as the one defined for the parent resource. Note
that the ‘ ’ symbol represents that this argument is irrelevant for the rule to be
triggered. Finally, rule R10 states that the privacy policy is violated when the
level of exposure of a resource exceeds its desired privacy level.

6

Conclusion

This paper presents a framework to include trust negotiation models in the early
phases of the SDLC. The framework is based on the SI* modelling language and
enables the automatic detection of privacy threats due to disclosure of data beyond a sensitivity level. The detection of privacy threats can aid in the refinement
of privacy policies in the system.
We are currently working on extending the features of our framework to capture more complex scenarios. A future research line will be to consider multiple
data exchanges when an actor is engaged in multiple trust negotiations.
5

We use the  symbol to compare ordinal values: High  M edium  Low.
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